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16-12-05 Planning Holiday Concerts

New at www.musicplayonline.com
Musicplay 4 Reading songs - we've added rhythm sort and 
rhythm erase activities.  These are in the Interactive Rhythm 
section.  Select the reading song - the first one is 4. Frere Jacques, 
then click interactive rhythm.
  

  
 
The rhythm sort activity shows up first.  
  

Drag the 
rhythm to 
the box to 
create the 
rhythm for 
the song.
  
There is a 
toggle switch 
to change to 
the rhythm 
erase.
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Contact  

Canadian Office
#2-4664 Riverside Drive
Red Deer, Alberta  T4N 6Y5
 
US Office
PO Box 309
Danville, WA, 99121
 
Phone/Fax

1-888-562-4647
(real people answer our 
phones!)
 
Email:  tvinfo@telus.net
 
Website:
www.musicplay.ca

Workshops 

  
Denise Gagne does many 
workshop sessions each 
year!   Some of her sessions 
include
  
  
Dollar Store Diva - Hands 
on learning engages, inspires 
and motivates children as 
well as providing assessment 
opportunities for teachers. In 
this session, Denise will 
share her favorite “toys” for 
teaching music, and mini-
lessons using the toys. Come 
and be playful with puppets, 
rhythm bags, flash cards, 
hand staff, floor staff, 
melody bags, pointing 
pages, cookie sheets, 
skipping ropes, chopsticks, 
paper plates, bugs, and 
more. Digital resources and 
APPs as teacher visuals in 

Theme
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Directions 
for using 
Rhythm 
Erase are at 
the bottom of 
the slide.
Say or clap 
all four 
patterns. 
 Click on a 
box to take 
one pattern 
away.

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
Say and/or clap all four patterns again, take another pattern 
away.  Continue until all 4 patterns are gone.  Name the song.
The title of the song isn't given, so you can use this as a rhythm 
mystery song.  We've done this for EVERY reading song in 
Musicplay 4. Our programmers are working on Musicplay 5 and 
6 next, and then the younger grades.  (I felt we had more 
interactive activities for Gr. K-2 than for the upper grades)
  
  
  
www.MusicplayOnline.com
  
 

 Holiday Concerts 
 
A holiday concert can be an event that brings school and community 
together.  When you ask adults what they remember most about 
elementary school, it's rarely the math classes - it's the events that they 
connected with emotionally, and most often they remember the year 
they were a snowman in the Christmas play far better than they 
remember learning the times tables.  Too often though, the 
responsibility for the holiday concert falls on the shoulders of the music 
teacher.  Since this is a school event, it is really necessary for the entire 
staff to be involved.  I've published this newsletter many times since I 
first wrote it, and it's a good reminder each year!
  
Planning and Delegating Responsibility: At a staff meeting early in the 
fall, discuss how the holiday concert will be handled. Administration 
should make it clear to staff that this is a school event - not the music 
teachers big show. All staff should be expected to help with planning, 
and all should be expected to attend. A coordinator for the concert is
required - usually the music teacher - , but if the school is supportive, 
the music teacher in the school isn’t burdened with doing everything. 
The following tasks could be delegated:

conjunction with student 
manipulatives will also be 
shared. Music literacy is fun!
  
Centers in the Music 
Room
In this session, participants 
will get to try activities that 
work well as centers in the 
music room. Activities to 
teach rhythm, dynamics,
tempo, note names, 
recorder, composing and 
listening
will be included in this 
session. You’ll see how 
children
can be engaged and 
directing their own learning.
Suggestions for assessment 
will be included in this
session.
  
  
Favorite Storybooks in the 
Music Classroom:
Music can be used to 
enhance and accompany 
children’s
stories. You’ll have a lot of 
fun dramatizing the stories
and creating 
accompaniments for 
children’s classics.
  

Resources 

Holiday Collections
  
  
FESTIVALS AND 
HOLIDAYS

Festivals 
and 
Holidays 
is a 
musical 
revue 
exploring 
celebratio
ns around 
the world. 

The songs are unison or easy 
two part suitable for 
classroom or choir, and 
staging is simple. Perform all 
12 songs, or use just a few. 
Songs include They’re 
Celebrating Next Door, 
Oshogatsu (Japan), Carnival 
(Brazil), The Festival of 
Lanterns (Korea), Alleluia 
(Spain), Oktoberfest 
Kinderpolka (Germany), St. 
Lucy Day (Croatia), Happy 
Diwali (India), Hanukkah, 
the Festival of Lights, 
December 6 is a Holiday 
(Belgium), Christmas in 
Greece is a Joyful Time, It’s 
Christmas Time in a Country 
Way (Nashville). The 
book/CD includes 
perf/acc tracks, piano/vocal 
score, reproducible script 
and vocals, and projectable 
PDF with audio links. 
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Backdrop: One teacher or parent can take responsibility for preparing 
and putting up the backdrop. Simple backdrops are good. You can 
purchase white tarps from Home Depot. If you make your backdrop 
somewhat generic, you can recycle them. We painted “Happy Holidays” 
on half of the white tarp and stapled garland around the edges. The 
garland probably won’t last forever, be we don’t have to redo the sign 
each year. If you don’t want the same backdrop every year, create 3-4 
different ones and cycle them through. We don’t have to reinvent the 
wheel each year!
  
Sound System: One teacher or parent is responsible for locating a good 
quality sound system, with 4 mikes: 2 for the choir, and at least 2 for 
soloists. If the school doesn’t have a good sound system, try renting one. 
If you’re in a rural location without rentals, a local dance band may have 
a PA system they would loan you or rent to you. Have a backup plan! 
Borrow a karaoke machine to have on stage so you have a backup in 
case
your sound system crashes in the middle of your concert.
  
Risers: One teacher or parent should be responsible for borrowing 
and/or setting up risers.
  
Stage Helpers: A couple of stage hands for the night of the concert 
should be found. There is always something that needs to be adjusted, 
and the concert co-ordinator doesn’t have enough hands to do it all. I 
often have a few responsible fifth graders become my stage hands. 
Some of the kids that really don’t like speaking parts, make great stage 
helpers! The stage helpers should remember to bring some 
emergency supplies in case of accidents:
* paper towels (vomit, leaky bladders)
* big garbage can, big garbage bags
* clorox wipes, rubber gloves (vomit)
* broom and dustpan (broken flashlight candles)
* kleenex (bleeding noses, runny noses)
Scene Rehearsal: Even when there is a music specialist every classroom 
teacher should provide extra rehearsal time for their own classes. The 
music specialist can make a CD of the class’s song or a YouTube video, 
for rehearsal purposes so the classroom teachers can help. (Themes & 
Variations Christmas programs allow you to do this - please check 
copyright regulations on other publications before copying
anything!) Classroom teachers can use music or phys-ed time to rehearse 
songs and dances. When they have them learned, bring in the concert 
coordinator to help with entrances, exits and staging. Ask all staff 
members to prepare the children for the “what if’s” that can happen. If 
you are the music specialist, allow time to go through this with all
children who will be in the concert.
* “What if - you have to puke?” (Get to the garbage can at the side of the 
stage if you can!)
* “What if - you have to go the bathroom?” (Use bathroom before show. 
Don’t drink soda or pop!)
* “What if - you feel woozy?” (If you feel woozy when on stage, just sit 
down and put your head between your knees.) At least they won’t fall 
off the top riser!
  
Costumes: Meet with the concert co-ordinator to plan costumes for each 
group. The co-ordinator or the classroom teacher should determine 
determine what costumes and props are needed. Decide who will be 

LINK USA       LINK CANADA
 
 
CELEBRATE AROUND THE 
WORLD

There are 
10 songs – 
The first is a 
show 
opener, and 
the last is a 
song to use 
as a finale 

for the show.   1.  Welcome 
to Our Show  2.  Jabulani 
(South Africa)  3. Happy 
Diwali  4.  Day of Eid  5. 
Snowing   6.  Oh Hanukkah 
 7. Seven Days of Kwanzza 
 8. Joy to the World  9. 
 Gung Hay Fat Choi  10.  We 
Celebrate
LINK USA       LINK CANADA
  
Snowtastic  

This is a 
fantastic musical 
about our 
favorite season! 
 Includes lyrics, 
script, perf/acc 
CD and PDF to 

project. Use as your holiday concert 
or just as a great collection for K-6. 
  12 songs about fun in the snow 
including:  1.  In Our Yard   2. 
Swoosh  3.  Snow is Falling  4. My 
Car Won't Start  5. Softly, Softly  6. 
Crunchy Snow   7. Heaven's winter 
 8. Snow Angel  9. Snow Day  10. 
Blizzard  11. It's Wintertime  12. It's 
Snowtastic 
LINK USA       LINK 
CANADA
  
THE BEST GIFT EVER

One of my 
favorite 
concerts for 
K-6 schools. 
 Very easy to 
stage, and the 
main 
characters can 

carry clipboards with the script. 
 All classes had fun songs, and the 
message of the play is that it's 
better to give than receive.  It has 
an optional biblical reading for 
Catholic or Christian schools, but 
can be done in any public school. 
 The year I did this concert, I 
started on Dec. 1st and performed 
Dec. 17th - it's easy and fun!LINK 
LINK USA       LINK 
CANADA
  
IS SANTA SMARTER

Is Santa smarter 
than the kids in 
your school? It’s a 
Christmas 
musical/revue 
featuring your 

school’s fifth graders on a game 
show with Santa as a celebrity 
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sending notes home to parents with details of what their child should 
wear. Keep it simple! The easier the better. Sometimes just a hat
will give the class the look you want.
  
Program: One teacher or parent should take responsibility for printing 
the program and for handing it out at the door (or choosing students to 
do this) at the actual concert.
  
Publicity: One teacher or parent should take responsibility for sending 
notes home giving the date, time and location of the concert.
  
Supervision Backstage: The concert coordinator will be in the wings, 
coordinating entrances and exits. Two teachers will be needed 
backstage to ensure that groups are ready to go on, on cue. All classroom 
teachers will be needed to supervise their children off stage. This is 
probably going to be the toughest hour of the school year. I had 
90 children backstage one year. I played Concentration, Stella Ella Olla, 
and Topnotcher with them and managed to have fun while we waited. 
Directions for those 3 games are in “Singing Games Children Love” 
Volume 1 and 2, published by Themes & Variations. Videos don’t work 
well, unless you have a very large screen and a loud sound system.
Taking children back to their own classroom and playing board games 
seems to be a good solution also.
Concert Setup: The concert coordinator will need some release time 
from regular classes to organize the setup of the stage area. Be sure to 
ask in your newsletter for parent volunteers to help with this. The 
backdrop needs to be put up, and all student art work that you can 
display, should be put up. A final check needs to be made that all props 
are ready to be taken on stage from the wings. There are 2 things that 
parents hate at a Christmas concert - not being able to see their child, 
and not being able to
hear what is being said and sung. Check and double check your sound 
system, and use risers so your students are all seen!
Photos/Videotaping: Ask a staff member to find a parent volunteer to 
take photos and videotape the concert. You might have a staff member 
that takes great photos and give her the job.
Cleanup: One year I forgot to delegate a clean up crew, so guess who 
ended up cleaning up? Don’t forget to have teachers and parents who 
are responsible for taking down the backdrop and art work, loading 
instruments and props into vans, and returning them to school or to 
classrooms.
Concert Co-ordinator: You still need a concert co-ordinator to bring the 
whole show together. Email makes communication with the staff a lot 
easier than it use to be, so use it frequently so that all staff knows what 
is going on. This is the co-ordinators checklist:
Concert Date: ____________________________________________
Location: ____________________________________________
Time: ________________________
Grades Involved: _________________________________
Staff Member in Charge of: Verified/Done:
Backdrop: ____________________________________________ 
____________
Sound System: ____________________________________________ 
Risers: ____________________________________________ ____________
Stage Helpers: ____________________________________________ 
Costumes: ____________________________________________ 
____________
Program: ____________________________________________ ____________

contestant trying to win enough 
money to pay for the high cost of 
gas to power his sleigh. This is a 
Christmas concert all in one easy 
step. It is very flexible and will 
work with any combination of 
students, from as simple as one 
class, to a multi-class and multi-
grade grouping. Your whole school 
could even have fun with this 
script and score, and your audience 
will equally enjoy the show!
LINK USA       LINK 
CANADA
 

CHARACTER 
TRAITS
Character 
Traits is a 
musical 
revue that 
teaches 

about character through use 
of magical hats.  Jennifer 
Lynn finds herself in the 
mysterious maze of “Life 
Situations”. By her side is a 
hat maker who has a box of 
magic hats. Each hat 
represents a positive human 
character trait that, when 
worn, empowers the wearer 
to demonstrate that 
particular trait. At the end of 
the maze she realizes she 
doesn’t really need to wear 
all six hats to be a better 
person. It is the character 
traits in her heart that 
matter most.  Songs include 
Responsibility, Courage, 
Integrity, Kindness, Self-
Discipline and Perseverance. 
 
The book/CD includes 
performance/accompaniment 
tracks,  piano/vocal score, 
reproducible script and 
vocals, and projectable PDF 
with audio links.   #C26 
$25/30
http://musicplay.ca/
  
BULLIED

Bullied 
shows 
how 
bullying 
can occur 
everywhe
re, even 
on 

another planet! Bullied can be 
read in the classroom as a 
reader’s theatre or drama activity, 
or, if desired, it can be on stage 
as a scripted reading. Dargo and 
his two buddies are the school 
bullies throwing Jupiter dust in 
Towana’s face. The script 
explores why bullying happens 
and strategies that the bullied 
can use. Songs include It Hurts, 
Alone Is The Game I Play, 
Nobody Likes Me, Everybody 
Hates Me, We Have You By Our 
Side and Confidence Song. The 
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Publicity/Notes to Parents: _________________________________________
Supervision Backstage: ____________________________________________
Concert Setup: ____________________________________________ 
Photos/Videotaping: ____________________________________________
Cleanup: ____________________________________________ ____________
Concert Etiquette: Sometimes parents need a little education about 
concert etiquette.
This may be especially true in schools where parents rarely attend 
concerts. Talking during performances, leaving the concert early, having 
CEL phone conversations are not infrequent complaints about parents 
in school concerts.  Last year at my grandson's concert one mother yelled 
out twice, "I love you Austin!"  Education is needed.  To help to educate 
your
parents, you might consider having a couple of students or the first class 
on stage read a poem at the beginning of the concert.  I've added a new 
verse this year about the crying babies.
  
Concert Etiquette
by Denise Gagne and Denese Odgaard
  
Welcome to our concert - we’re really glad you came.
We will listen carefully - we hope you do the same.
  
Some of us are really small - our voices aren’t too strong.
If you’re really quiet - you’ll still hear - you won’t go wrong.
  
We have a few suggestions to make this fun for all.
Please turn your CEL phones off so they don’t ring inside the hall.
  
If you really have to go, please leave when there’s applause.
You may enter once again - when there is a pause.
  
If your baby's crying and it's really, really loud,
Please take them out until they're calm - this time it is allowed.
  
Save the hoots and hollers for when you’re at the game.
When you’re at a concert, it isn’t quite the same.
  
We hope that you will stay and watch until the very end.
We really will appreciate this - our thanks to you we’ll send!
 
When the concert gets closer, the stress level in the school rises. 
Remember who we’re doing the concert for - it’s all about giving the 
children a chance to perform! Ask someone in their 20’s what they 
remember from the second grade. The chances are really good that 
they’ll remember doing a Christmas concert. This is an event they 
will remember for a long, long time. It doesn’t matter if the choir on the 
risers is a little off centre or if one child sings the wrong words - what 
matters is that it’s a positive experience for every child.
  
 
  
Christmas and Holiday Concerts will be here soon 
too! There are many Christmas collections 
available at: Musicplay Canada Website 
American Website
Almost all of the songs in the collections can be 
used on your Christmas fundraising CD!  Just 
email denise@musicplay.ca with the list of what 

book/CD includes 
performance/accompaniment 
tracks, piano/vocal score, 
reproducible script and vocals, 
and projectable PDF with audio 
links.
http://musicplay.ca/
  
  
Easy Music Theory

Easy Music 
Theory is a 
music theory 
book for 
beginning 
band, choral, 
general 

music classes or for teachers 
who teach private lessons.  A 
class set of 25 is only $100 - 
$4 each.  You can't photocopy 
a set of theory worksheets for 
$4!  The teacher's guide 
includes multiple choice tests 
that correlate to the sections 
of the student books - your 
assessment is done for you!
 
  
Easy Guitar Songs - 
Teacher's Guide and Student 
Books

  
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

The Easy Guitar Teacher's 
Guide and Student Book  
is a great song collection to 
teach young beginners to 
sing and strum on the guitar. 
 The teacher's Guide includes 
introduction to guitar, music, 
lyrics, chords and chord 
charts. It includes 25 folk 
songs with perf/acc CD, 
Digital Resources.  Kids want 
to play pop songs - so we've 
included  links to 25 very 
easy pop songs on YouTube 
that your students can play 
with.  Order a classroom kit 
for $100 that includes a 
teacher's guide and 25 
student books.  The student 
books/CD are only $5  ~ you 
couldn't copy the book/CD 
for that!
  
EASY UKULELE SONGS
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you want to use!

The Musicplay K-6 
Curriculum is 
sequential, 
affordable and 
aligns with state and 
provincial curriculum 
from Texas to 
Ontario!  The 
Complete Digital 
Package includes
- teacher's 
guides/CDs
- Digital Resource
- Listening Resource 
Kits 1-5
- Smart Rhythms 1-2
- Recorder 1-2 
Digital
- Movement Songs, 
Shake it Up, 

Composing with Boomwhackers.
  
To learn more about this curriculum view our webcast: 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QqjsGcwAXwM 
 
Grants are available to help fund a purchase:
http://shop.musicplaytext.ihoststores.com/category.aspx?
categoryID=32#grants
  
Sample lessons and teacher guides can be found at:
http://shop.musicplaytext1.ihoststores.com/custom.aspx?id=23
  

Great Apps for your Music Classes 

We've created SIX great apps for iPad or Google devices.  If you have 
a class set of iPads, volume purchasing is available for these apps. 
 LINK INFO
 

Vocal Warm-ups for Singers or Choir
This app is based on the warmups book, "Strictly 
Warmups" by Kerry Heisler.  The warm-ups in this 
collection are organized into five sets.  Each set includes a 

physical warm-up, breath awareness, then five minutes of a variety of 
mid-range warm-ups.   NEW!!  Lower Price!   $2.99 US
Vocal Warmups - ITunes
 

Learn and Play Recorder has everything that you need 
for your beginning recorder classes.  
Recorder App ITunes
Recorder App Google

  
Rain Rain Story -  is a sound story book that uses the 
Rain Rain Go Away song, and a poem for students to 
accompany.  This app includes ear training activities and 
instrument exploration.   Rain Rain Story app  (iTunes)     

  Rain Rain - Google
  
  

Note Name Match Game -  10 levels of Memory to match 
notes with their letter names.  Great for recorder students, 
piano lessons, beginning band.
Note Name Match Game (iTunes)                 Note Name 

Memory (Google)
  

 Learn and Play Recorder 2 is now available for iTunes 
and Android devices!

Easy Ukulele Songs Teacher’s 
Guide (C) is an excellent 
song collection to teach 
young beginners to sing and 
strum on the ukulele. The 
collection includes 32 folk 
songs with a 
performance/accompaniment 
CD, projectables, chord 
charts, reproducible student 
lyrics pages, and links to 
easy pop songs to play along 
with.  The first 15 songs use 
just one chord.  The next 15 
songs are very easy two 
chord songs, and there are 
two songs that use three 
chords. #EUKETG  $25/$30
 
Student books are 
inexpensive and will help 
your students to practice 
more and practice more 
effectively
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This app gives your recorder players 24 songs for two part 
soprano with optional alto.  Naming notes is reviewed, now 
with interactive practice!  Counting music is reviewed, with 
an interactive name the note value activity.

The full score with both regular alto and transposed alto for teachers 
to project is included.  
 Learn and Play Recorder 2 App (iTunes)     Google Play- Learn 
Recorder 2
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